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Dear
Reader,

In 2015, the Health Partnership established the First Nations
Control Models Working Group. The purpose of this subcommittee is to determine the interest of Atlantic First Nations
for increased First Nation control over federal health resources,
and to determine a preferred model or models to do so.
As a first step in this mandate, the First Nations Control Models
Working Group, supported by Health Services Integration Fund
(HSIF) funding, conducted research on existing and potential
First Nation governance models.
This document presents a summary of that work to inform the
conversations ahead. It presents the goal, enabling conditions
and options to help guide our community discussions so
Atlantic First Nations can have an informed conversation about
priorities and preferences for First Nations governance models.
This work would not have been possible without the leadership
and support of current and former working group members:
Chief Candice Paul, Debra Keays-White, William McGillivray,
Roseanne Sark, Julianna Julian, Kate Gray-Mews, Vanessa Nevin,
Elizabeth Paul, Tryna Booth and Wade Were. We would also like
to thank Thomas Hill for all the support he gave to the group.

If you always do what
you’ve always done,
you’ll always get
what you’ve always got.

Why a new model?

• FN decision-making and
control in design, delivery &
evaluation of health services.

Better health and the well being of our
people, families and communities.

• Services that are flexible,
efficient and culturally
appropriate.
• Transparency & accountability.
• Strong human, community &
economic capacity.
• Meaningful collborations.

Readiness

Political
will

Evidence

Enabling
Conditions

Effectiveness

sustainability

Readiness: Is there a history of collaboration related

to the proposed model? What processes/steps are involved
in moving towards devolution? What sort of timeline
is envisioned and is it realistic? Have there been any
incremental steps towards the stated goal?

Evidence: Do communities have access to good

information/evidence to make decisions about where to
invest health dollars? Do communities have the capacity to
collect and use information/evidence?

Cost/Sustainability: What is the business

case? Are the population numbers big enough to create
a program budget? Where are the savings that can go
toward services? Are there new or extra costs?

Effectiveness: How would the model lead to

better health outcomes than the way programs are funded
now? Can the model support higher quality planning and
service delivery than there is now? Will the model improve
First Nations engagement? Does the model achieve
accountability for program/service delivery?

Political Will: Is there First Nations and

Government leadership to make a change, embrace a new
model and stick with it through inevitable growing pains?
Do communities trust the leadership and the process?
What are the risks and how are they shared by everyone?

Full Devolution Model
A full-scale devolution of all health services (including FNIHB program
resources) to FN control would involve the establishment of an Atlantic First
Nations Health Authority (FNHA). The regional model would serve 30-33 First
Nation communities (with the exception of any that are self-governing at the
time of transfer, e.g. Miawpukek, Innu) with a total population of approximately
33,000.

$

Key Elements
Federal funding for health programs goes to the
FNHA, which is responsible for spending decisions and
is accountable to communities. The FNHA develops a
strategic plan and uses federal money to implement it.
Regional Board of Directors supported by a
management team that includes an Executive Director,
Health Technicians and Community Health Directors is
responsible for implementation of strategic plan.
Formal structures for community engagement
and accountability. There may be opportunity to link
to existing formal provincial structures, such as Nova
Scotia’s Community Health Boards or New Brunswick’s
Health Council. These may require legislative change.
PEI and Newfoundland and Labrador do not have formal
community engagement mechanisms, although there
may be a role for FN involvement in PEI’s Quality and
Safety Committee, or Newfoundland and Labrador’s
Wellness Coalitions.

SOME
PROs

+

Moves accountability for health
spending from the federal government
to the communities.
Creates the opportunity to shift funding
from administration to program
delivery.
Could enable shift from siloed
approach to culturally appropriate,
holistic funding strategies.
Max population for program efficiency.

FNHA Board of Directors
politically liable for spending
choices in a high needs,
resource strained environment.
Gaining consensus among
all FN communities on health
funding decisions may be
challenging.

SOME
CONs

–

Provincial Model
Each of the Atlantic provinces would become its own governing region with a
direct relationship to the funder. Provincial FNHAs could receive 1st and 2nd
level program funding (and potentially some 3rd level functions if divisible to a
sustainable size). FNIHB Atlantic would continue to have responsibility for third
level service delivery functions that could not be devolved.

Key Elements
NB

NL

PEI NS

4x

Four Boards of Directors (1 in
each province), each supported by a
management team.
Each Provincial FN Health Authority
would need to develop a strategic and
operational plan, and negotiate transfer of
programs / funding.
FN population sizes in each province
means that FNHIB may need to keep
control over some program area that
would be inefficient to divide and transfer
out.

SOME
PROs

+

Aligns with provincial
health service structures,
planning and health
information systems.
Creates smaller groupings
of communities for
consensus-building on
health spending.

Restricts FN planning to
provincial boundaries.
Small FN populations would
create cost inefficiencies with
some program transfers.
Depends on all 4 FN health
authorities being ready to
move ahead simultaneously.

SOME
CONs

–

Sub-Regional Model
Based on natural/historical relationships, groupings of FN communities
throughout the region would form health program governing bodies. Each
organization would have a Board of Directors (or an Advisory Council) with
representation from each community in the group. These boards would receive
federal funding to manage a health programs budget and oversee the delivery
of devolved services.

Key Elements
FN communities in Atlantic region each
associate with a sub-regional FN Health
Authority based on geography, history or other
factors. There may be several groupings in a
province and/or across provincial boundaries.

?x

Devolution agreements vary depending on
the size of community grouping, local capacity
to plan / manage / deliver health services to the
populations they are responsible for.
Small population numbers being served by subregional FN Health Authorities may mean FNHIB
keeps funding control over some program
areas that would be inefficient to divide and
transfer out. Or some program areas may need to
be shared/co-managed by several sub-regional
FN Health Authorities.

SOME
PROs

+

Collaboration among
communities with a history of
working together may accelerate
FN control over more program
funding in some areas.
Could be a pilot or stepping
stone for broader devolution in
the future.

Potentially complex program
relationships, management
agreements and funding
formulas.
Uneven playing field
may develop in different
communities across region.

SOME
CONs

–

Function and/or Program-Specific Model
Some function and/or program areas of FNIHB (such as Health Protection, Health
Promotion/Disease Prevention, Mental Wellness, or Health Assessment and
Surveillance) may lend themselves to being devolved on their own into a regionwide structure.

Key Elements
FNIHB devolves funding for one or more
specific program area to centralized FN
control.

FN control body oversees program planning,
management and delivery. Program staff
accountable to FN control body, which in
turn is accountable to communities.

FNIHB retains control of un-devolved
program areas.

SOME
PROs

+

Model would allow for incremental
capacity to be built and could
potentially apply to any program.
Existing governance structures in the
region could be used for this model
approach.
Max population for program efficiency.

Handing off specific
programs to FN control
could recreate silos and
limit ability for horizontal /
integrated planning.
Some duplication of
bureaucracy is likely.

SOME
CONs

–

QUESTIONS TO TALK ABOUT
as we look at the options
Readiness: History of collaboration? Processes/steps
involved? Timeline realistic? Incremental steps?
Evidence: Good information/evidence for decisions about
where to invest health dollars? Capacity to collect and use
information/evidence?
Cost/Sustainability: Business case? Population(s) big
enough? Where are the efficiencies? Are there new or extra
costs?
Effectiveness: Better health outcomes? Higher quality
planning and service delivery? Improve FN engagement?
Better accountability?
Political Will: Is there First Nations and Government
leadership to make a change, embrace a new model
and stick with it through inevitable growing pains? Do
communities trust the leadership and the process? What are
the risks and how are they shared by everyone?

The Atlantic First Nation Health Partnership (Health
Partnership) is made up of seven Atlantic Chiefs
representing Atlantic First Nations and the Regional
Executive Officer of the Atlantic First Nations Health
Branch (FNIHB) who meet three times per year to share
in decision making regarding FNIHB resources. It is
considered to be a co-management table where there is
shared decision-making, authority, and accountability.
The purpose of the Health Partnership is to improve the
health and wellbeing of Atlantic First Nations through
participation of First Nations in the planning, management
and delivery of programs and services funded or delivered
by FNIHB Atlantic. At the Health Partnership table, First
Nations and FNIHB engage in three areas of shared
decision making - joint strategic planning, policy change
and advocacy, as well as shared decision making re FNIHB
resources
Note: with respect to FNIHB resources, the Health
Partnership scope of decision making is limited to specific
contribution funding - usually time-limited project funding
or capacity development/training funding. The Health
Partnership does not influence established community
funding.
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